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Abstract. This paper addresses a Dynamic Cellular Manufacturing Systems 

(DCMS) problem considering both economic and social criteria, that is, the prob-

lem deals with the minimization of the total costs and maximization of social 

issues. We develop a bi-objective mathematical model of this problem in order 

to capture the trade-off between these two objectives. The strategic decisions 

considered in the model define the configuration of cells and part-families in each 

period. In order to solve our model, we design a new Non-dominated Sorting 

Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) as a meta-heuristic method. Our approach is illus-

trated on two samples of problems randomly generated. 

Keywords: Dynamic cellular manufacturing system, Social responsibility, 

Multi-objective optimization model. 

1 Introduction 

Now a day most industries face with dynamic production because of the rapid product 

changes and reducing the life cycle of products. This observation leads to reorganize 
the manufacturing cells, from one period to each other, during planning horizons (sev-

eral periods). On the other hand, in most of cell formation methods, the decision affect 

the reconfiguration of cells and definition of the part families just for a single-period 

which might not be optimal in another period. Therefore, this reason motivates re-

searchers and manufacturers to study cellular manufacturing system (CMS) under dy-

namic condition that is named as Dynamic Cellular Manufacturing System (DCMS). 

Moreover, pressures from NGOs, social communities and media to respect social issues 

caused a lot of damages to some of well-known corporations such as McDonalds, 

Mitsubishi, Monsanto, Nestlé, Nike, Shell and Texaco. Corporate Social Responsibility 

(CSR) deals with effect of corporate activities on different social entities such as envi-

ronment preservation, human rights, labor safety, etc. [1]. As the CSR aims to make 

trade-off between economical aspect and social issues to provide more welfare for the 
whole society. Despite the importance of CSR, social issues is one of the neglected 

affaires in the previous study involved in DCMS. This paper presents a new optimiza-

tion model for DCMS, in which a trade-off between economic and social objectives is 

made. 



2 Literature Review 

Many researches are related to DCMS, hence, we describe more recent studies here. 

Rheault et al. [2] presented the concept of dynamic environment in cell formation prob-

lem for the first time. Schaller et al. [3] developed a new model in DCMS to minimize 

Configuration and inventory cost of the system. They also proposed a Lagrangian re-

laxation to obtain the lower bound for their problem. Chen and Cao [4] proposed a new 

mathematical model in DCMS by considering inventory level. They solve their pre-

sented model by Tabu Search (TS) as a well-known algorithm. Tavakkoli-Moghaddam 

et al. [5] formulated a new nonlinear integer mathematical model in DCMS. The au-

thors minimized constant and variable costs of machine and inter-cell movement costs 

as objective function. They solved their models by several meta-heuristic methods such 

as Genetic Algorithm (GA), Tabu Search (TS) and Simulated Annealing (SA) and com-

pared obtained solutions to determine best method. Defersha and Chen [6] proposed a 

new comprehensive model in DCMS. They considered alternative routings, lot splitting 

and sequence of operations as well as workload balancing in their model. Safaei et al. 

[7] presented a fuzzy programming approach in CMS with dynamic and uncertain con-

dition. The authors in this study assumed that demand of parts and availability of each 

machine have uncertain and fuzzy condition.  Safaei and Tavakkoli-Moghaddam [8] 

formulated a new mathematical model in DCMS by focusing on the operational aspect 

of the cell formation problem. They made trade-off between production and outsourc-

ing costs on the re-configuration of the system. Javadian et al. [9] proposed a multi-

objective mathematical model in order to minimize the variation of cell load and vari-

ous costs simultaneously. In order to solve model and obtain optimal Pareto frontier, 

they designed a non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II). Saxena and Jain 

[10] proposed a new mixed-integer nonlinear mathematical model in DCMS to inte-

grate important attributes of manufacturing such as the effects of machine breakdowns, 

production time loss cost effect, inventory holding, lot splitting; alternative process plan 

and parts sequence of operation. Kia et al. [11] developed a novel mixed-integer non-

linear programming model in design of CMS with dynamic condition. The objective 

function of their model minimize total cost of each period such as costs of intra/inter-

cell movement, machine relocation, machine procurement, machine overhead and ma-

chine processing. Majazi Dalfard [12] described a new nonlinear integer programming 

model for DCMS. The contribution of this paper is mentioned in two ways, the first 

one is related to apply implementation of the idea of more material flow in shorter dis-

tance in configuration of the cells and the second one is the proposition of new simu-

lated annealing embedded in branch and cut as solving method. This investigation of 

literature shows that social issues is a neglected issue in DCMS while only economical 

aspect have been considered as objective of  researches most of the time. Thus, in order 

to eliminate this deficiency, we develop a new multi-objective mathematical model for 

DCMS configuration by also considering social aspects. 

3 Problem Description 

In this section, we present a new bi-objective mathematical model in order to make a 
trade-off between two important objectives in DCMS. The first objective function is 



the minimization of relevant costs such as machine fixed and variable costs, inter-cell 

movement costs, intra-cell movement costs, machine procurement costs, machine relo-

cation costs, salary of labors, etc. The second objective function is the maximization of 

the social criteria by increasing of job opportunities and decreasing of potential ma-

chines hazards for labor during the planning horizon. 

Generally, the complex nature and interdependencies of social criteria make it difficult 

to measure them. In this study, an attempt has been made to select and extract social 

issues from ISO 26000 and GRI 2011 (credible sustainability reporting framework) 
[13],[14] that are closely related to DCMS problem and can be simply calculated by the 

mathematical model. As a result, (i) the number of job opportunities created and (ii) the 

number of potential hazards of machines were selected as social issues of our model. 

The first, social issue represents the variation of job opportunities, created due to the 

hiring and firing of labor and resulting in buying, selling and determining of time ca-

pacity of machines.  The next one measures the average fraction of potential hazards of 

each machine, which is how many injuries, illnesses and damages each machine causes 

for labors according to ergonomic criteria. This value is a continuous number between 

0 (the safest) and 1 (most dangerous) and can be defined by the Decision Makers (DM). 

For this objective, they can use a safety checklist, talking to workers, reviewing the 

manufacturer’s information, and checking the injury and incident reports of each ma-

chine. Due to differences in the measuring units of the considered social criteria, the 
weighting method (normalized weighted) was applied in order to aggregate them as one 

objective. 

3.1 Notations 

Sets   

p  index for part types ( 1, ..., )p P   

c  Index for index for manufacturing cells (c 1, ..., C)   

m  Index for machine types (m 1, ..., M)   

j  Index for operation of part p (j 1,..., O )p  

h  Index for number of period (h 1, ..., H)   

 

Parameters  

ph
D  demand for part p in period h  

inter

pB  batch size for inter-cell movement of part p    

int ra

pB
 

batch size for intra-cell movement of part p    

inter

p  
inter-cell movement cost per batch 

int ra

p  

intra-cell movement cost per batch. It is assumed that
int int int int( / ) ( / )ra ra er er

p p p pp B B     

mh
 

fixed cost of machine type m  in period h  



mh
 

variable cost of machine type m in period h  per unit of time 

mh
 

relocation cost of  machine type m in period h  

mhT
 

time-capacity of machine type m in period h   

UB  maximum number of cells 

LB  minimum  number of cells  

mL
 

amount of labor that is required for machine type m    

mh
 

purchase cost of machine type m in period h  

mh
 

marginal revenue from selling machine type m in period h   

mS
 

average fraction of potentially hazardous of machine type m  

hd
 

normalized weighting factor of the total number of potentially hazardous of 

machine type m  

jo
 

normalized weighting factor of the total number of job opportunities created  

h  
maximum percentage of variation labor level in period h  

L

mhsa
 

salary of labor on machine type m in period h  

jpmt
 

time required to process operation j of part p on machine type m    

jpma
 

1, if operation j of part p can be done on machine type m ; 0 otherwise  

 

Variables   

mchN
 

number of machine type m  assigned to cell c at the beginning of period h    

mchK 

  
number of machine type m added to cell c at the beginning of period h    

mchK 

 
number of machine type m removed to cell c at the beginning of period h    

mhI 

 
number of machine type m purchased at the beginning of period h    

mhI 

 
number of machine type m sold at the beginning of period h    

hhi
  

number of labor hired in period h  

hfi
 

number of labor fired in period h  

jpmchx
  

1, if operation j of part p is performed in cell c in period h by machine 

type m ; 0 otherwise 



3.2 Mathematical Formulation 
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Objective function (1) represents the minimization of total costs and includes eight 

terms: (i) machine fixed costs, (ii) variable machine cost, (iii) costs of the movements 

of parts between cells (inter-cell), (iv) costs of the movements of parts inside of cells 

(intra-cell), (v) wages or salaries, (vi) machine relocation cost, (vii) machine procure-

ment cost and (viii) revenue from sales of the machines. Objective function (2) maxim-

izes the social issues of DCMS during the planning horizon, and includes the maximi-

zation of job opportunities and minimization of the potentially hazardous of machines. 

Constraint (3) ensures that each operation of a part is assigned to just one machine and 

one cell. Constraint (4) guarantees that the process of each part assigned to the machines 

that can be done it. Constraint (5) ensures that the time capacity of each machine is not 

exceeded. Constraints (6) and (7) ensure that in each planning period the number of 

machines is balanced. Constraints (8) and (9) determine the maximum and minimum 

cell sizes according to the defined upper and lower bound. Constraints (10) and (11) 

calculate the number of labors that are respectively hired and fired. Constraint (12) 

guarantees maximum variation of the labor level in each period. Constraint (13) states 

that decision variables are non-negative, binary and/or integer. 

4 Resolution method 

Since such a cell formation problem is defined as an NP-hard optimization problem 

frequently by researchers. In order to cope with complexity of the proposed model, a 

Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) [15], is designed as a meta-

heuristic which is belonged to evolutionary algorithms. This algorithm starts with an 

initial solution (population) that is randomly generated and in each iteration new solu-

tions (children) are produced from existing solutions with crossover and mutation op-

erators. It should be noted that parents are selected by a binary tournament selection 

process. In each iteration, the objective value of each solution is compared against two 

strategies, namely, ranking and crowding distance. All member of solutions are sorted 

according their ranks so that the solutions of a same rank cannot dominate each other. 

In order to improve the efficiency of the proposed NSGA-II algorithm and find best 

results, a Taguchi design [16] is applied as a statistical technique to find the best com-

bination of the parameters of NSGA-II. Hence, Npop (number of members in each pop-

ulation), MaxIt (number of iterations), CrR (crossover rate) and MuR (mutation rate) 

are tuned as four vital parameters of algorithm. Table 1 shows the results obtained here. 



Table 1. Taguchi result for NSGA-II parameters 

Parameters Npop MaxIt CrR MuR 

Tuned value 40 50 0.8 0.3 

5 Computational result 

In order to verify the performance and applicability of our proposed mathematical 

model two sets of different test problem in deferent size are generated: 

Table 2.  The size of samples 

  P1  P2 

|Op|×|P|×|M|×|C|×|H|  5×6×6×4×5  9×8×8×7×7 

The generated test problems are solved by proposed NSGA-II algorithm which is 

developed by using MATLAB 2012a on a computer with Intel Core i5, 2.27 GHz and 

4 GB RAM (See Figure 1).  

Fig. 1.  Optimal Pareto Frontier for P1 (blue) & P2 (Red) 

Table 3.  Computational Times (Sec) 

  P1  P2 

Computational  
Time 

 287.275  417.829 

Figure 1 shows the optimal Pareto frontier and a set of solutions can be obtained 

from trade-off between minimizing total costs (Z1) and maximizing of social criteria 

(Z2). According to the priority of each objective the solution can be selected by DM. 

For each solution, we can have all information about the total cost of system, social 

issues, configuration and/or modification in each cell, part families, human resources, 

processing rout, etc. The analysis of optimal Pareto frontiers shows that the maximum 

of the social criteria (Z2) can be obtain by increasing the total cost (Z1) by about 90% 

in problem P1 and 60% in P2 with regard to the best economical solution. 



6 Conclusion 
In this paper, we have proposed a new bi-objective mathematical model in DCMS 

by considering social criteria in addition to traditional economic criteria. Optimizing 

both such criteria simultaneously requires making a trade-off between them. Due to the 

complexity of the problem, a NSGA-II algorithm is developed to solve the model and 

obtain Pareto frontier for the generated test problems. 
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